
Arranging community affairs meeting on stopping gangstalking in turn builds trust and brings social
improvement to stop mass shootings. A wicked problem! ( Spoken Voice Narrative Media Available )
4 messages

Martin Houser <factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com> Mon, Mar 4, 2024 at 8:18 AM
To: cpdispatch@usdoj.gov <cpdispatch@usdoj.gov>, askcopsRC@usdoj.gov <askcopsRC@usdoj.gov>, sbpdsouth@sbcity.org
<sbpdsouth@sbcity.org>
Cc: Veronica[🩸] Ann[🩸] Warnick[🩸] Driskill[🩸] Mother[] <mama.firedancer@gmail.com>, John Michael Talbot[🩸] : Retired FBI [🕵] Agent
<jmichaeltalbot@gmail.com>, Andrew Lustig <andrew.lustig@camh.ca>

Subject:

Arranging community affairs meeting on stopping gangstalking in turn builds trust and brings social improvement to stop mass shootings. A
wicked problem!

To:

cpdispatch@usdoj.gov
askcopsRC@usdoj.gov
sbpdsouth@sbcity.org

Date : March 4rh  2024

Introduction,

This email correspondence has a spoken voice narrative presentation media made available at:

http://us-government.realuphuman.net/doj.gov/Arranging-community-affairs-meeting-on-stopping-gangstalking-in-turn-builds-trust-and-
stops-mass-shootings.ogg

An hour playtime of imperatives putting the pieces of scholarly research reviews to understand how to stop mass gun shootings. 

Is this worth your time?

Research findings are at the national institutes of health and can be detailed later.

Google ( gangstalking nih.gov )
https://www.google.com/search?q=nih.gov+gangstalking

---------

My name is James Driskill and I own a peace building project mission online in San Bernardino California.

@Gruwup.net : Peace Building Website Headquarters
San Bernardino CA

More details about me, later.

Resume:

https://inthemindway-org.gruwup.net/resume/jmd_resume.html

I am stuck in this bias town.  More than stuck but continue to be a victim of gang stalking.  We are stuck to each other.  More on this later.  

San Bernardino among most dangerous cities in U.S., study finds. (NEXSTAR) – While
violent crime has dropped to pre-pandemic levels nationwide, the FBI announced,
changes weren't the same across the board. The crime rates remained elevated in
dozens of cities around the country. Dec 22, 2023

https://ktla.com › news › san-bern...
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San Bernardino among most dangerous cities in U.S., study .

https://ktla.com/news/san-bernardino-among-most-dangerous-cities-in-u-s-study-
finds/amp/

-----------

How do I get the attention of my local police department when they have me blocked on Twitter, blocked on Facebook, blocked everywhere
trying to get a voice on how to stop mass gun shootings.  This by focusing on the cause, the Erosion of Trust leading to mental illness and
suicide.

To attack a person so severe they lose self-trust leading them to mass murder a subcultural and more dramatic form of suicide.
-harriet Fraad July 2017
https://www.democracyatwork.info/capitalist_misery_economy_meets_psychology

6. 

1. Homicides including mass murders, a dramatic form of murder

-------

Leading cause of firearm death is suicide. 

Pew Research April 2023

https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2023/04/26/what-the-data-says-about-gun-deaths-in-the-u-s/

What the data says about gun deaths in the U.S.

BY JOHN GRAMLICH

More Americans died of gun-related injuries in 2021 than in any other year on record, according to the

latest available statistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). That included record

numbers of both gun murders and gun suicides. Despite the increase in such fatalities, the rate of gun

deaths – a statistic that accounts for the nation’s growing population – remained below the levels of earlier

decades.

How many people die from gun-related injuries in the U.S. each year?

In 2021, the most recent year for which complete data is available, 48,830 people died from gun-related injuries in the U.S.,

according to the CDC. That figure includes gun murders and gun suicides, along with three less common types of gun-related deaths

tracked by the CDC: those that were accidental, those that involved law enforcement and those whose circumstances could not be

determined. The total excludes deaths in which gunshot injuries played a contributing, but not principal, role. (CDC fatality

statistics are based on information contained in official death certificates, which identify a single cause of death.)
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Truth?  Who has the truth?

Our country is under an invisible state of a cyber, informational, and psychological warfare targeting social trust.  Our enemy from outside and
inside of this country is most active to collapse our nation to dust.  

Some of us want and demand change.  Others have no idea but to cut and run and go missing. 

Over 600,000 people go missing every year the United States of America trying to return trust in our collective communities. 

According to the National Missing and Unidentified Persons (NamUS) database, which is
funded by the U.S. Department of Justice, more than 600,000 people go missing
annually. Approximately 4,400 unidentified bodies are recovered each year.

https://worldpopulationreview.com › ...
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Missing Persons by State 2024 - World Population Review

They can't trust anymore.  Most come back to eventually only to evutally succumb to the effects of gangstalking mental illness and eventually
suicide.  What type of suicide is mass murder.

Most have not put all of the pieces together to deductively come to this conclusion but I have.  

If only? You all open your mind and listen to a need for a reckoning. 

------------- 

Cops office of the United States Justice department:  these are over a decade old. 

We know what the block is then by default. 

A racially divided bias now well documented acriss our society is in the way to rebuild trust. 

We are all in the same boat and if we must, we rock this boat and turn it over to see where we are all effected by this lack of standards in
understanding this bias can not be allowed to continue one day more than what is most humanly possible to stop the cycle of violence
involved on this hate  

https://cops.usdoj.gov/buildingtrust

BUILDING eseTRUST

Building trust with the community is fundamental to effective policing. Sound conduct by police improves community interactions, enhances
communication, and promotes shared responsibility for addressing crime and disorder.

Police departments can repair and strengthen community relationships by understanding and training officers on three key concepts:
procedural justice, bias reduction, and racial reconciliation. Together and when implemented, these concepts create an environment in which
effective partnerships between the police and citizens can flourish. The COPS Office provides these resources to ensure building trust is
embedded in the culture of policing.

Risk Management in Law Enforcement: Discussions on Identifying and Mitigating Risk for Officers, Departments, and the Public

In the course of executing their duties, law enforcement agencies are vulnerable to costly lawsuits by officers and community
members for claims of misconduct, harm, or violation of rights - lawsuits that can undermine not only the financial security of the
agencies but also the well-being of the officers and the public they serve.

Civilian Oversight of the Police in Major Cities

Since the 1950s, when civilian oversight was first implemented in some American police departments, its use has grown and a
variety of new forms have developed

Lessons to Advance Community Policing: Final Report for
2014 Microgrant Sites
In 2013, the COPS Office launched the Microgrant Initiative for
Law Enforcement under the Community Policing Development
program to facilitate the implementation or advancement of
nationwide community policing efforts and address existing
gaps in community policing knowledge and tools.

Crime Prevention Research Review No. 10: Legitimacy in
Policing
Assesses the direct and indirect benefits of interventions led
by the police that contained elements of "procedurally just"
dialogue

Cultures of Integrity Technical Assistance Guides: Details
projects resulting from the COPS Office Creating a Culture of
Integrity grant program

Boston Police Department
San Diego Police Department
Virginia Beach Police Department

Racial Reconciliation, Truth-Telling, and Police Legitimacy
Discusses issues raised at the executive session hosted by
the COPS Office and the National Network for Safe
Communities in Washington, D.C. on January 11, 2012

Building Trust Between the Police and the Citizens They Serve
Focuses on the pivotal role of the Internal Affairs function in
agency-wide professional standards efforts that seek to build
trust between law enforcement agencies, their staff, and
communities

COPS Evaluation Brief No. 3: Creating A Culture of Integrity
Examines the successes and challenges of creating a culture
of integrity.

---------------
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Culture of integrity and culture of excellence fails with this California State Auditor's report.

https://www.auditor.ca.gov/reports/2021-105/index.html

Law Enforcement Departments Have Not
Adequately Guarded Against Biased Conduct

April 26, 2022
2021-105

The Governor of California
President pro Tempore of the Senate
Speaker of the Assembly
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Governor and Legislative Leaders:

Our audit of five law enforcement departments throughout the State uncovered the actions of some
officers at each department who engaged in biased conduct, either during their on-duty interactions with
individuals or online through their social media posts. Although we did not find officers who were
members of hate groups, some officers made statements indicating that they support problematic
groups. We have included in this report some disturbing content (with some redactions) because we
believe that it is important to accurately reflect the nature of the conduct that we observed.

We depend on law enforcement departments and the peace officers they employ to ensure that they
exercise their unique authority without regard for individuals' identity characteristics, such as race,
national origin, or mental or physical disability. What we found is that these five departments have not
adequately guarded against biased conduct among their officers:

They have not used sufficient strategies to achieve representative diversity in hiring.

They have not implemented robust community engagement strategies or employee training practices.

They have not established sufficient, proactive processes to identify possibly biased behavior.

They have not consistently conducted adequate investigations of alleged biased behavior.

Departments' internal investigations often considered only the most blatant forms of bias. In one such
case, a member of the public filed a complaint about an officer's social media posts. Although the officer's
posts endorsed potentially harmful stereotypes about Black parents and Syrian refugees, the department's
investigation concluded that it was "unable to find any racially derogatory remarks" and that the allegation
of prejudice was "clearly false."

This report makes specific recommendations about steps each department can take to better ensure that
Californians receive fair and impartial policing services. We also make several recommendations to the
Legislature to better align expectations in state law with best practices for addressing bias in policing,

https://www.auditor.ca.gov/reports/2021-105/index.html
https://www.auditor.ca.gov/reports/2021-105/index.html


such as by adopting a uniform definition of biased conduct, requiring more frequent and thorough training,
and increasing independent oversight.

Respectfully submitted,

MICHAEL S. TILDEN, CPA
Acting California State Auditor
--------

How can this audit hold weifhty truth of integrity when the audits notation is as follows:  

Agency Comments

Each of the departments that submitted written responses to our report generally agreed with our
recommendations, with some exceptions. Stockton Police did not clearly state whether it would
implement our recommendations, but noted that it would analyze our audit and see how it can align its
policies and procedures with best practices. San Bernardino Police did not submit a written response to
our report; however, we incorporate its perspective on our findings and recommendations throughout the
text of the report.

-----

And we have this to add into the mix mind understandings why we in this city remain to be one of the most dangerous citys in the nation. 
Erosion of trust.

https://www.reuters.com/legal/government/prevalence-white-supremacists-law-enforcement-demands-drastic-change-2022-05-12/

Reuters:
Prevalence of white supremacists in law enforcement demands drastic change
By Hassan Kanu
May 12, 202211:41 AM PDTUpdated 2 years ago

Commentary
Justice Matters by Hassan Kanu
Shooting at a church in Sacramento
REUTERS/Fred Greaves Purchase Licensing

------

Erosion of trust, just how does that work to cause murder and mass shootings?

Washington Post Outlook October 2017

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/how-the-erosion-of-trust-leads-to-murders-and-mass-shootings/2017/10/06/382cc4b2-a91e-
11e7-92d1-58c702d2d975_story.html

OUTLOOK

How the erosion of
trust leads to
murders and mass
shootings
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Perspective by Randolph Roth
Randolph Roth is a professor of history and sociology at Ohio State University and the author of “American
Homicide.”
October 6, 2017 at 10:41 a.m. EDT

Presented in video sve oken voice narrati on YouTube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKvQHatmgz4&list=PL9fplPdaPNx-fvh9D24MZoMfJCdzaTmlG&index=4

Please watch before you continue reading.  

------

What is driving such distrust that seems to not be working?
.
The dreaded subject of an inconvenient truth of gangstalking.

I deserve to have a voice. 

We are under an cyber war attack and  not addressing gang stalking is the only thing that makes since why our collective efforts fail in law
enforcement to rebuild trust.

Articles below provided In full with article attached comments.  A copy all / paste as plain text.  

Gang Stalking is real.

Note revision change 2024.

------

-------

My law questions.com : what is gangstalking?   ( Web page here in full )

https://www.mylawquestions.com/what-is-gang-stalking.htm#google_vignette

My Law Questions

Law
 Fact-checked

What Is Gang Stalking? Understanding the Reality behind Coordinated Harassment
Gang stalking is a form of targeted harassment where individuals are surveilled and intimidated by a group. To stop it, document evidence,
seek legal advice, and maintain strong social support. Curious about safeguarding your privacy? Discover more strategies in our
comprehensive guide.
Editorial Team
Last Modified Date: February 03, 2024

What Is Gang Stalking?
Gang stalking, a term that describes the orchestrated harassment and intimidation by a collective against an individual or smaller group, is a
disturbing phenomenon with real-world implications. According to the International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health,
stalking affects 6-7.5 million people in the U.S. each year, with a subset potentially experiencing the group-based tactics characteristic of gang
stalking. While comprehensive statistics on gang stalking specifically are elusive, its impact can be profound, leading to severe psychological
distress. Laws vary by jurisdiction, with some states classifying gang stalking as a felony, reflecting its seriousness. Understanding what gang
stalking is crucial for recognizing its signs and providing support to those affected.

Jealousy may be a cause of gang stalking.
The number of people involved in the gang varies. Individuals might receive gang intimidation from a handful of people in a work environment,
or they may be targeted by an entire community. Victims relaying claims of gang stalking perceive the attackers as well-organized groups of
people, who not only communicate with one another in a certain location but also pursue the target in other areas by means of extensive
contacts. Leaders generally enlist the aid of other individuals in the gang by various methods, which typically include providing false
information about the victim, manipulating potential members, or employing those with similar criminal backgrounds.

Want to save up to 30% on your monthly bills? This tool helps you do just that.
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The list of physical tactics used against victims generally includes stalking behavior and unwanted attention.
Victims may be from any gender or socioeconomic background. These persons may outperform other co-workers, or have a set of standards
that separates them from other people in an environment. Gang stalking frequently uses practices meant to destroy the victim’s qualities.
These acts might include blaming the target for a gang member’s mistakes or taking credit for what the victim accomplished. In an effort to
discredit a person or to add to the weaponry for the attack gang stalkers may perpetuate the notion that the target is mentally impaired or
dangerous in some manner, forcing the person to undergo evaluation.

The list of physical tactics used against victims generally includes stalking behavior and unwanted attention. The majority of persons under
attack report that stalkers frequently mirror the victim’s behavior. Gang stalking might include mirroring physical gestures or verbal
comments. Many victims relay that gang members often enter or leave properties and other locations at the same time as the target. Victims
also frequently report that stalkers often repeat private conversations occurring in a home environment or over the phone.

Gang stalking targets might also experience hang-up calls or calls from wrong phone numbers throughout the day. Attackers may enter
homes illegally or employ the assistance of the target’s friends or family. In an attempt to confuse the victim or to cause them to doubt their
own logic and reasoning, stalkers might rearrange or steal personal items in the work place or home. The criminal offenses of stalkers may
become more aggressive or violent against the target, family members or pets.

Is Gang Stalking Real?
"Gang stalking" does not necessarily mean you are being stalked by a street gang (they usually have bigger fish to fry, unless you have crossed
them in some way). The term simply refers to a form of bullying by groups against an individual or smaller groups. Sadly, this behavior is
common among school children and teens, especially when the victims are different or stand out in some way. However, it can also happen
with adults in the workplace, on college campuses and other places.

There are all kinds of motivations for gang stalking. Intolerance, prejudice, homophobia and racism are certainly among them, but often, the
reasons are more personal. Envy or jealousy, fear of "the other," intimidation and exclusion or ostracization are also common motivators. So
are vindictiveness and revenge. Sometimes, there is no apparent reason. This kind of behavior, known to behaviorists and biologists and as
"mobbing," appears to happen among most mammal species.

Gang stalking can take multiple forms. It may be perpetrated by a loose association of people who just happen to have it in for the victim(s),
or it can be a highly orchestrated campaign by a larger group, or even an entire community. Gang stalking usually happens in the brick-and-
mortar world, but thanks to social media and the Internet, it can happen online as well. It needn't be threats of physical violence; under the
cloak of Web-based anonymity, stalkers can continue to harass and post libelous stories about their victims. Victims may also receive
relentless, harassing telephone calls.

Gang stalking is considered a crime, though it may be a misdemeanor or a felony, depending on the jurisdiction and what form the
stalking/bullying takes. If factors such as racism or antisemitism come into the equation, it may be considered a hate crime, which is a
Federal offense.

Although gang stalking appears to be on the rise, it only seems that way. The good news is that more victims are speaking out and reporting
such behavior when it affects them.

How To Stop Gang Stalking
One tactic that gang stalkers use is referred to as "gaslighting." The phrase comes from an old movie in which a murderer marries his victim's
niece, then uses a series of lies, half-truths and other kinds of manipulation in order to convince her that she is going insane. The victim may
find themselves the target of blame, or the gang might attempt to publicly discredit them or insinuate that they suffer from some mental
disorder or delusion. Understand that it is not your imagination, that what you are being put through is very real. Have confidence (which can
be challenging under the circumstances) and learn to trust yourself.

After that, the most important thing you can do is to document everything. Fortunately, modern technology has given us a plethora of tools for
recording all kinds of events. It has often been said that sunlight is the best disinfectant; shine as much light on the situation as possible. If
you can, enlist the aid of trusted friends and family to help in keeping records of what is going on.

Although gang stalkers are not always violent, it's a good idea to protect yourself. Were a helmet if you are out cycling, and carry pepper spray
if it is legal in your jurisdiction, or some kind of an alarm. When out and about, whether in public, campus or the office, stay in heavily-trafficked
areas where everyone can see what is happening.

What to Do About Gang Stalking
If you find that you are being harassed because of your race, ethnicity, religious beliefs or sexuality, you should know that you have allies and
support. For example, if you are African-American, you can turn to the NAACP, or even the ACLU for help and resources. Similar organizations
for frequently-targeted groups include:

Council on American-Islamic Relations
Las Americas Immigrant Advocacy Center
Black Lives Matter
Anti-Defamation League



Those who find themselves stalked, harassed and bullied for other reasons also have options. Most companies and academic institutions
have personnel whose job it is to address such problems. Otherwise, the adage, "If you see something, say something" still applies. Even if
you are not the victim, if you know of someone who is a victim of gang stalking, report it to law enforcement. If you are being harassed over
the phone, contact your carrier, as they may be able to take some action (although these days of caller ID, phone harassment is much easier to
avoid).

Frequently Asked Questions
What are the most common gang stalking techniques?
Gang stalking strategies include following the victim, monitoring, spreading false rumors, gaslighting, systematic harassment, and even
physical attack. The goal is to make the victim feel untrustworthy, suspicious, and isolated. These methods can be carried out by a single
person or by a group of people working together.

Who are the gang stalking perpetrators?
Gang stalkers might be strangers, acquaintances, or somebody the victim knows well, such as family members or employees. They may be
motivated by vengeance, jealousy, or a desire for power and control. Gang stalkers are sometimes part of organized groups like hate groups
or cults.

What are the consequences of gang stalking on victims?
Victims of gang stalking may have a wide range of emotional, psychological, and physical consequences. They may suffer fear, anxiety,
paranoia, and feelings of isolation. Victims may have sleep difficulties, loss of appetite, and somatic symptoms such as headaches and
nausea. What types of methods are commonly used in gang stalking?

Gang stalking can take many forms, but some of the more common ones include following the victim about, performing surveillance,
spreading false rumors, gaslighting, coordinated harassment, and even physically assaulting the victim. The goal is to make the victim feel
isolated from everyone else, paranoid, and unable to trust anyone. These strategies can be implemented by a single individual or by a group of
people working together.

Who are the people that are responsible for gang stalking?
Group stalking can be performed by anyone, including strangers, acquaintances, or even people the victim knows well, such as family
members or coworkers at their workplace. They may be motivated by vengeance, envy, or a desire to assert power and control over others.
Occasionally, members of organized groups, such as hate groups or cults, are the perpetrators of gang stalking against others.

What are the ramifications of gang stalking on the people it targets?
Victims of gang stalking may suffer from a wide range of emotional, psychological, and physical consequences. They might experience fear,
anxiety, paranoia, and loneliness. Victims may also endure difficulties sleeping, loss of appetite, and a variety of unpleasant physiological
symptoms such as headaches and nausea. The victim's ability to work, interact with others, and carry out daily duties may be impeded as a
result of the harassment.

Is gang stalking a crime?
Although gang stalking is unlikely to constitute a criminal offense in and of itself, many of the activities used in gang stalking are prohibited,
including harassment, stalking, and destruction. A criminal conspiracy could be formed if the criminals work together in a coordinated
manner. People who have been the victim of gang stalking should keep a record of all harassment episodes and report them to the
appropriate authorities.

How can victims of group stalking protect themselves?
Victims of gang stalking should alter their routines, travel routes, and home security. Every harassment event must be documented, including
the date, time, and location, and reported to the appropriate authorities as soon as possible. Mental health specialists can assist victims in
coping with the psychological impacts of harassment. Organizations also help victims of gang stalking.

Editorial Team
Our Editorial Team, made up of seasoned professionals, prioritizes accuracy and quality in every piece of content. With years of experience in
journalism and publishing, we work diligently to deliver reliable and well-researched content to our readers.

Peace building Note! In the below comments stream, the connection to the erosion of trust leading to mental illness is not reflective that this
is the foundational cause of mass gun shootings. Gangstalking causes mass fun shootings.  We must comw to this reckoning.  

Back to what is gang stalking article reader comments:

Discussion Comments
ANON1007220JUNE 19, 2022
All that is in darkness will come to light.

ANON1007168JUNE 11, 2022
Thank you from the bottom of my heart for reporting on this.



ANON1006403MARCH 5, 2022
People, report the actions happening so there can be more awareness everywhere! I'm sure if we work together and raise awareness, we can
win! And stop this madness. They are making innocent people take their lives. Lets put an end to this by reporting it to law enforcement and
any organization. Instead of living with this crap, let's fight against the oppression thrown our way. We are strong. If we can handle the crap
happening to us, we can handle raising more awareness so we can save lives!

ANON1005952DECEMBER 28, 2021
In 2018 I was gangstalked by a group of Proud Boys in the workplace. These guys were organized and had their "story" together to refute my
accusations when I reported it to management. I had to hire outside consultation (aka private attorney) to take care of this for me and to call
these boys out on their crap. What this article portrays is accurate, from what I experienced. Thank you.

ANON1005907DECEMBER 15, 2021
This is interesting.

ANON1005837DECEMBER 1, 2021
This is also happening to me, but there is not one thing anyone can do. It's way too big. All we can do is ignore it and live our lives happy and
content and show them they cannot break us; we are survivors.

ANON1005403AUGUST 20, 2021
It's happening to me. My 16 year old daughter has gone to live with a friend over it. They (no idea who) are in every aspect of my life. They've
taken over my Google account Samsung, Yahoo etc. I thought I was going to go crazy, but now I've decided to fight back. They"ll never know
when I'm recording, videoing etc. I'm going to get my life back!

ANON1004636MARCH 19, 2021
Gang Stalking is alive and not well.

ANON1003730AUGUST 27, 2020
This is happening to me, my daughter who is only 14, and my service animal as well. It’s highly illegal, it’s a federal crime. I’m tired of it! We’ve
been pushing back now and I will keep pushing back, until they are all exposed. Ignorance is no excuse! Those who participate are as guilty as
those who orchestrate! They all need to be held responsible for their actions.

They killed my best friend with their non stop crap -- he took his own life. I wish I could rewind time, and believe what he was telling me. I
thought he was just being paranoid. He wasn’t, and I know that now. I will not let go of this until justice is served. It’s wrong, sick, bullying,
downright messed up! Awareness will help. And law enforcement, does participate. Not all. But yes, protect and serve? Think about that, law
enforcement officers. It’s wrong, it’s a hate crime, and it’s illegal.

ANON1003642AUGUST 6, 2020
This is sick and justice shall prevail!

ANON345916AUGUST 23, 2013
The presence of this in our current cultural climate has increased exponentially. With the lack of integrity and honesty in our culture growing, I
don't see this being a downward trend.

Employers are doing it in collusion friends and business associates. Families are doing it to family members. Friends are doing it to 'friends'.

As much as people want to stop what is happening to them, they realize they just have to deal with it day in and day out, because the
perpetrators have covered their tracks effectively.

ANON343398JULY 30, 2013
It has been happening to me for about five years. I am being listened to. They have looked up my whole family and all my past relationships,
even though I have been faithfully married for 43 years.

It has been intimated it's legal, they had a need to know, they are watching me--etc. They did it to my daughter too. She went into mental health
custody because of it. It is exhausting as it goes on 24/7.

There have been cross burnings, stolen trucks, missing things in the home. Just ongoing harassment and creepy stuff, four dead pets plus
another burned cat that did not belong to me.

It has been community wide, and I probably will contact the FBI, as local authorities are stretched to the limit. This is five years of my life that
I've lived in fear.

ANON248904FEBRUARY 19, 2012
Gangstalking is a myth. But it's still happening. You have to ask yourself, how? How does it work? Are you being stalked, harassed,
chemtrailed or mind controlled? Can't figure out what is going on? This is what they are doing, and this is how they do it. Open your eyes.

----------

Reddit post in category Stalking ( provided in full ).



https://www.reddit.com/r/Stalking/comments/rin9c8/san_bernardino_police_department_allows_gang/

San Bernardino Police Department Allows Gang Stalking : r/Stalking
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BudRoses
Join

San Bernardino Police Department Allows Gang Stalking
San Bernardino Police Department Allows Gang Stalking!! They have done nothing about me being stalked and harassed. WITH PROOF!! 6
police reports and nothing!! Just laughs from the front desk officers!! SAD

Upvote
6

Downvote

17
comments

Share
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Best

Add a comment
[deleted]
WebSeveral7351
•
2y ago
Well, San Bernardino PD doesn't have authority over the CIA or FBI. You're being investigated, and provoked. Sometimes, people do things that
get them into a little bit of trouble, but then there's much more powerful people who want you to get yourself in much more trouble, so they
can really punish you, or get rid of you, no questions asked. The media gets a scare story out of it, and the status quo is maintained another
day.

All officials at high enough levels are aware of this, including police departments, save the low level officers who just take their orders, and
know enough to only deliver vague information directly from superiors. Basically, you're not exposing this to anyone who can immediately do
anything about it, and even if they could, they probably aren't interested in doing so. Unfortunately, it's just a bunch of other powerless people
in the exact same boat listening, including me.

I know how much it sucks, and I'm sorry this is our lives, but don't let them take your dignity, or your sanity, and forgive them. Think of being so
scared of other people that you need to tease them like a middle school child, as you hide behind conspiracy level surveillance systems, and
billions of dollars in weapons and infrastructure, probably just because someone typed the wrong thing into their google search bar.

Again, I'm really sorry, I don't really know what to do either but keep getting through days, and enjoying what I can as a recluse.
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Investigated by weirdos!! They can try to get rid of me because that’s what they are going to have to do. I’m not backing down because I’m not
scared. These are perverts and weirdo’s
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[deleted]
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•
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They're perverts and weirdos who are almost always either indebted to, or employed by very powerful people. You should not back down, I
wouldn't suggest that, but don't think for a second that any official agency has any interest in helping us, they don't.

The best way to combat gangstalking is to act as though it doesn't affect you. Let it be annoying, let it be a nuisance, but don't let it be the end
of the world. The second you get too big for your britches, they have you exactly where they want you, checkmate.

To be honest, I'm mostly living out of spite at this point, and that's enough for me to know that it's all I need to do to bother them, and the only
way they can make my life worse, or get rid of me is by trying to get me to do it for them. I won't do that, though, I'll keep my cool, and collect
my benefits, and maybe one day they can find a way to cope with that.
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That’s a flip side to look at it and I agree nobody is going to save me. I figured that out when I was laughed at making police reports
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I am also a victim of San Bernardino Police & Sheriff Gang Stalking. I had to turn my Twitter into an evidence record with every encounter. I
began filming them and posting on Social Media. Turns out the Veterans Administration works with local Law Enforcement to “monitor”
Veterans. Since i held a TS in the military and the Air Force disappeared me for 30 years none of the LEO can understand my Military Service.
So as i am posting their faces, they are getting reassigned because they have been Outed. It is only in 2021 that I discovered LEO is actually



paid to conduct this monitoring. And like every group of Men with sensitive information they start gossiping shit talking etc, until the whole
damn force wants a bite of the pie. Now you have flipping meter maids following you home out of morbid curiosity.

ACAB #defundthepolice
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Sometimes all you can do is move away and change your name.
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These people wake up and dedicate themselves to this. They will follow you
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Evangalitza
•
2y ago
As bad as your situation sounds, it is worth a try if you have the means. Have you consulted a lawyer and private investigator?
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What kind of proof do you have?

Upvote
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I paid a company to come to my apartment
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I have hidden cameras installed in my apt unit
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u/Snappybrowneyes avatar
Snappybrowneyes
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So you showed the police your video evidence from inside your apartment?
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Yes I did and nothing. I get laughed as I stated above because they are involved
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lmao you’re mentally ill
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u/KleverKevorKian avatar
KleverKevorKian
•
2y ago
All police departments allow this nonsensical practice. Imagine you spot a sketchy person and upon making others aware of said person they
make You aware that they are part of an investigation. My advice is try to get on the other side of things, like for example instead of being
followed you are being escorted... Instead of being watched you are being admired.
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Discovered that my ex (from 10 years ago!) has been cyberstalking and digitally sabotaging me for at least a year. It's really really bad. Has
anyone else seen anything quite like this before??
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Note very first job.

Jan. 1984 – Apr. 1987 SAN BERNARDINO PUBLIC LIBRARY San Bernardino, CA
· Cosand Computer Center Page

Desk Manager (Cosand Computer Center)
Maintained library patrons walk-in use of computer lab. Full implementation of information
databases including user’s file, software catalog, and lab users login interface. Reservations could
be made up to two months in advance and computer time was restricted to two hours per day.
The lab's desk manager maintained currently logged in users, remaining time, and any checked
out software materials being used at the workstations. Lab administrators could schedule class or
other group reservations, as needed. Statistical usage information was reported.

http://ci.san-bernardino.ca.us/site/htm/Library_svcs.html


Microlink BBS (Public Library online bulletin board system)
Full development of user login database, public and private messaging, questions to reference
librarians, information bulletins, online games, usage log and statistics features. First online in
1983 using a $5000 Corvus 10mb hard drive and a Hayes 300bps Micromodem. No commercial
BBS software packages existed for this type of application. Microlink BBS was the second public
library in the country to offer such dial up services next to The Chicago Public Library. Microlink
was later renamed to LOLA (Library On-Line Apple).

The reason why the San Bernardino Police Department did not provide a written response to the California Auditor's report
because I have an extensive complete journal of life as a peace builder and my experiences attempting to stop gang stalking. 

Where are my strong councils

https://wordstoliveby.gruwup.net/

https://wordstoliveby.gruwup.net/Words%20To%20Live%20By.htm

Video presentation format

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJhtKXqdV50&list=PL9fplPdaPNx9YrM4WRvoG40Zi6MRG_kjj&index=3

Text information ( blow your mind

#WordsToLiveBy [English:@Gruwup]

________________________________________________________________[ @ G R U W U P dot NET ]______

[-;][-;][-;][-;][-;][-;]

Words To Live By

[-;][-;][-;][-;][-;][-;]

Art thou dejected?

Is thy mind o'ercast?

To chase thy gloom,

Go fix some weighty truth;

Chain down some passion; do some generous good;

Teach Ignorance to see, or Grief to smile;

Correct thy friend; befriend thy greatest foe;

Be just in all things; make amends

For follies past, and, with warm heart,

Forgive, and be forgiven. Let work not words

Thy virtue prove. Go act as well as prate,

And then thy counsels will be strong,

Thy reprimands avail. —ANON

[-;][-;][-;]
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THE province of the historian is to gather the threads of the past ere they elude 

forever his grasp and weave them into a harmonious web to which the art preservative 

may give immortality. Therefore he who would rescue from fast gathering oblivion the 

deeds of a community and send them on to futurity in an imperishable record should 

deliver a plain unvarnished tale.

[dot;][dot;][dot;][dot;][dot;][dot;]

about: Words To Live By

These Words Above Appear In These Titled Publications:

[dot;][dot;][dot;][dot;][dot;][dot;]

[title;]

Elegant extracts - Volumes 1-2

Vicesimus Knox -[;year] 1809

http://books.google.com/books?id=Vj4UAAAAYAAJ 

[title;]

The works of the Rev. Dr. Edward Young - Volume 3

Edward Young -[;year] 1811

http://books.google.com/books?id=AU4oAAAAYAAJ 

[title;]

Poems divine and moral: many of them now first published

[;year]1821

<postmaster@sbcity.org> Mon, Mar 4, 2024 at 8:19 AM
To: factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com

Your message to sbpdsouth@sbcity.org couldn't be delivered.

The group sbpdsouth only accepts
messages from people in its organization or

on its allowed senders list, and your email
address isn't on the list.

http://books.google.com/books?id=Vj4UAAAAYAAJ
http://books.google.com/books?id=Vj4UAAAAYAAJ
http://books.google.com/books?id=AU4oAAAAYAAJ
http://books.google.com/books?id=AU4oAAAAYAAJ
mailto:sbpdsouth@sbcity.org


factsdontlie.hatedon. .
. Office 365 sbpdsouth

Sender Action Required

Sender not allowed

How to Fix It
It appears you aren't in the same organization as the group
(or a sub-group) you're sending to or your email address isn't
on the group's allowed senders list. Ask the owner of the
group to grant you permission to send to it, and then try
again. If the group belongs to a different organization than
yours, contact the organization's customer service
department for assistance. If the group is in your organization
and you don't know who the group owner is, you can find it by
doing the following in either Outlook on the web or Outlook:

Open your Sent folder and select the original message.
If you're using Outlook on the web, select the group name
located on the To or CC line. If you're using Outlook,
double-click the group name located on the To or CC line.
In Outlook on the web, from the pop-up dialog box,
choose Owner. In Outlook, choose Contact. The owner's
name is listed under Owner.

The owner of the group may have intentionally chosen to
restrict who can send messages to it, and they may not want
to adjust the existing restriction. In this case, you'll have to
contact the group members by some other means, such as
sending an email message to their individual email addresses
or contacting them by phone.

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft.

More Info for Email Admins
Status code: 550 5.7.133

This error occurs when the distribution group, security group, or Microsoft
365 group is configured to accept messages only from authenticated
senders (senders in the same organization or those added to the group's
allowed senders list).

To fix the issue, the recipient's email admin or the group owner must add the
sender's email address to the group's allowed senders list or change the
group's delivery management setting to accept messages from senders
inside and outside of the organization.

Usually this issue can only be fixed by the recipient's email admin or the
group owner.

For more information and steps to fix this error, see Fix email delivery issues
for error code 5.7.133 in Office 365.

Original Message Details
Created Date: 3/4/2024 4:18:50 PM
Sender Address: factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com
Recipient Address: sbpdsouth@sbcity.org
Subject: Arranging community affairs meeting on stopping

gangstalking in turn builds trust and brings social

https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=615007
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=615127
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=615127
mailto:factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com
mailto:factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com
mailto:sbpdsouth@sbcity.org


improvement to stop mass shootings. A wicked
problem! ( Spoken Voice Narrative Media Available )

Error Details
Error: 550 5.7.133 RESOLVER.RST.

SenderNotAuthenticatedForGroup; authentication

required; Delivery restriction check failed because the

sender was not authenticated when sending to this

group

Message rejected by: MW4PR09MB9521.namprd09.prod.outlook.com

Notification Details
Sent by: MW4PR09MB9521.namprd09.prod.outlook.com

Message Hops

HOP TIME (UTC) FROM TO WITH RELAY TIME

1
3/4/2024
4:18:50 PM

2002:a54:2586:0:b0:24c:67eb:c891 HTTP *

2
3/4/2024
4:18:54 PM

mail-ed1-f43.google.com SMTP 4 sec

3
3/4/2024
4:18:54 PM

mail-ed1-f43.google.com inpre01.tmes.trendmicro.com ESMTPS *

4
3/4/2024
4:19:01 PM

209.85.208.43_.trendmicro.com inpost.tmes.trendmicro.com SMTP 7 sec

5
3/4/2024
4:19:01 PM

inpost.tmes.trendmicro.com
DS1PEPF00017E08.mail.
protection.outlook.com

Microsoft SMTP Server
(version=TLS1_2,
cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_
256_GCM_SHA384)

*

6
3/4/2024
4:19:01 PM

DS1PEPF00017E08.namprd09.prod.
outlook.com

CYXPR09CA0009.outlook.
office365.com

Microsoft SMTP Server
(version=TLS1_2,
cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_
256_GCM_SHA384)

*

7
3/4/2024
4:19:02 PM

CYXPR09CA0009.namprd09.prod.
outlook.com

MW4PR09MB9521.namprd09.prod.
outlook.com

Microsoft SMTP Server
(version=TLS1_2,
cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_
256_GCM_SHA384)

1 sec

Original Message Headers
Received: from CYXPR09CA0009.namprd09.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:930:d4::14)
 by MW4PR09MB9521.namprd09.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:303:1f4::18) with
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.7339.39; Mon, 4 Mar
 2024 16:19:02 +0000
Received: from DS1PEPF00017E08.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
 (2603:10b6:930:d4:cafe::3c) by CYXPR09CA0009.outlook.office365.com
 (2603:10b6:930:d4::14) with Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.7339.39 via Frontend
 Transport; Mon, 4 Mar 2024 16:19:01 +0000
Authentication-Results: spf=softfail (sender IP is 18.208.22.101)
 smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com; dkim=fail (body hash did not verify)
 header.d=gmail.com;dmarc=fail action=none header.from=gmail.com;
Received-SPF: SoftFail (protection.outlook.com: domain of transitioning
 gmail.com discourages use of 18.208.22.101 as permitted sender)
Received: from inpost.tmes.trendmicro.com (18.208.22.101) by
 DS1PEPF00017E08.mail.protection.outlook.com (10.167.18.165) with Microsoft
 SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id
 15.20.7362.11 via Frontend Transport; Mon, 4 Mar 2024 16:19:01 +0000
Received: from 209.85.208.43_.trendmicro.com (unknown [192.168.205.249])

by inpost.tmes.trendmicro.com (Postfix) with SMTP id 1F5B5100007F8
for <sbpdsouth@sbcity.org>; Mon,  4 Mar 2024 16:19:01 +0000 (UTC)

X-TM-MAIL-RECEIVED-TIME: 1709569134.286000
X-TM-MAIL-UUID: ac036445-ee9f-493f-8f33-56f89d5eb0dd
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Received: from mail-ed1-f43.google.com (unknown [209.85.208.43])
by inpre01.tmes.trendmicro.com (Trend Micro Email Security) with ESMTPS id 4614A10004510
for <sbpdsouth@sbcity.org>; Mon,  4 Mar 2024 16:18:54 +0000 (UTC)

Received: by mail-ed1-f43.google.com with SMTP id 4fb4d7f45d1cf-5658082d2c4so6467017a12.1
        for <sbpdsouth@sbcity.org>; Mon, 04 Mar 2024 08:18:54 -0800 (PST)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
        d=gmail.com; s=20230601; t=1709569133; x=1710173933; darn=sbcity.org;
        h=cc:to:subject:message-id:date:from:mime-version:from:to:cc:subject
         :date:message-id:reply-to;
        bh=+ij9iFbbhyFY91nee7edw03mJQxkD613MCkI89AR0Tw=;
        b=UO852ujefvKzf+BI/iImTdbAQRhNgDOe03f6pP5phuxlqCvr1wxyNkYcoUbVFBbLr2
         VTjjQtpjPhGM4kOw9sOqfS9KeaimMh5be/akcPKNVxokGamfgvC8DumP5aM/JqMLjgas
         lOZhBbGliyn9Eog7hDW4Rqe+8ZaxrkaMsNR7+bBRO9sMHIqA2mKpJuENw2THayRvC+fH
         PtXglAIZYSm7Oz/W5bcY/hyQT+LEkaavc6bh2lucZ6ZvzPjykrbFRnH2/6l4H/rVtbav
         jLb/cmKUndOHqAp6as0sh/xTcUHlz3XEDVlrKxeMXjU33ytnRCDbM0YKi6oWxX8V8KRM
         qh7g==
X-Google-DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
        d=1e100.net; s=20230601; t=1709569133; x=1710173933;
        h=cc:to:subject:message-id:date:from:mime-version:x-gm-message-state
         :from:to:cc:subject:date:message-id:reply-to;
        bh=+ij9iFbbhyFY91nee7edw03mJQxkD613MCkI89AR0Tw=;
        b=hh8KyUbsyy5EamM5dYdumiGIkjrsHUsnKnGh+pbEF+783AO7cHZg0ZnmL29Cy6pICP
         XhzqesiguEtRTNjsWMHjikzs3dBsU1vvf3eQDSNWGiJJVQrOHYF6WKEfhIhHZ4y9xfWe
         aXMZk/JIWD/ExDY6NnNXS0tYEPfDH2SaWQaQfsyq8QpSDeh5+EZPuiNTa6TdryjBLYSy
         R8uwOfGEZEitKm4p+ztmCQBYHn2n/EZOqz/6tyYDXjkEfwrcUEBgI6K1nEG/QTEjlphb
         gxo8Ehd/a8DmgbLiG3jvwZ95jqNjdm0buyRlMhdjyk2PZ3MogeyHdj/ovcJwnYqbxv3+
         KQLQ==
X-Forwarded-Encrypted: i=1; AJvYcCXanfGV128GXVk1tDKOAPj058uiHcs9TRX7asgWw0TlOpsd9GwJxMyloVFTp/
Rxd4R6YNfnGOpWJupnxYGKongI9MBTaQ==
X-Gm-Message-State: AOJu0YyHQgQidkBLxRduDTtAoxMhO1jxql0pO94INyAM6O+NPpURLEKs

W/2/oNqlfe/l2xshsS4bHuKNrsUu2C4XxOBtvcYIocPRSJtVZzUn9NN0hixPB1e25YXtWH3FmEc
ZNQqphRZOxPhx33sSraA5XiiwfWA=

X-Google-Smtp-Source: AGHT+IGAW9/paCbK8w3mGwqwGmO6wdby9Aq8Bung1geH5tU45D1HWCjH3vjP2Kzhkv7+
JBDGlxW7aHVzcbc5k8jRrIQ=
X-Received: by 2002:a05:6402:2151:b0:565:f9c1:d925 with SMTP id
 bq17-20020a056402215100b00565f9c1d925mr6701516edb.0.1709569132050; Mon, 04
 Mar 2024 08:18:52 -0800 (PST)
MIME-Version: 1.0
Received: by 2002:a54:2586:0:b0:24c:67eb:c891 with HTTP; Mon, 4 Mar 2024
 08:18:50 -0800 (PST)
From: Martin Houser <factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 4 Mar 2024 08:18:50 -0800
Message-ID: <CAK5rTpuCgVd6b28jbFUam7d7VQS=Bvc4imFeHNv41VD0AFQ+zQ@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Arranging community affairs meeting on stopping gangstalking in turn
 builds trust and brings social improvement to stop mass shootings. A wicked
 problem! ( Spoken Voice Narrative Media Available )
To: "cpdispatch@usdoj.gov" <cpdispatch@usdoj.gov>, "askcopsRC@usdoj.gov" <askcopsRC@usdoj.gov>, 

"sbpdsouth@sbcity.org" <sbpdsouth@sbcity.org>
CC: =?UTF-8?B?VmVyb25pY2Fb8J+puF0gQW5uW/CfqbhdIFdhcm5pY2tb8J+puF0gRHJpc2tpbGxb8J+puF0gTW90?=

=?UTF-8?B?aGVyW/CfkanigI3wn5GmXQ==?= <mama.firedancer@gmail.com>, 
=?UTF-8?B?Sm9obiBNaWNoYWVsIFRhbGJvdFvwn6m4XSA6IFJldGlyZWQgRkJJIFvwn5W177iPXSBBZ2VudA==?= 

<jmichaeltalbot@gmail.com>, 
Andrew Lustig <andrew.lustig@camh.ca>

Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="000000000000d5bc880612d814c6"
X-TM-AS-ERS: 209.85.208.43-127.9.11.1
X-TM-AS-SMTP: 1.0 bWFpbC1lZDEtZjQzLmdvb2dsZS5jb20= 

ZmFjdHNkb250bGllLmhhdGVkb24uaWRpZWRAZ21haWwuY29t
X-TM-AS-URLRatingInfo: 71-93-=?us-ascii?B?aHR0cDovL3VzLWdvdmVybm1lbnQucmVhbH

VwaHVtYW4ubmV0L2Rvai5nb3YvQXJyYW5naW5nLWNvbW11bml0eS1hZmZhaXJzLQ==
X-TMASE-Version: StarCloud-1.3-9.1.1015-28232.001
X-TMASE-Result: 10-1.993800-10.000000
X-TMASE-MatchedRID: hxjxCVYNHl2qya1v4y7YpyHt+3rTeAYqDB1I6GQKOGeE3RkSksF1iWs4
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X-TMASE-SNAP-Result: 1.821001.0001-0-1-22:0,33:0,34:0-0
X-TMASE-XGENCLOUD: bd83502e-85f9-4a30-815a-4299b1445fee-0-0-200-0
X-TM-Deliver-Signature: 61399DC113622A37F74ED9ED929D507A
X-TM-Addin-Auth: nwKBaScz9LsEEJm5o+rNe+mARqy7x/vPapBEjGLSeMq/4IrjMTceB2sQRNQ
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PkxY7SqckrI1p7cO+S7u2pPeZbUXWscO711SoqWh3Isx+sRbqZPrMcHVPHvynAIDwBJ+Py3YYqk
GK+7IM8mOfjS0DBcOkNGSAQ4/5ECGY/GoT/+qhmKGj5h1NH1gyBPwo8Ipu0bcw+df3ooFGNXa0Q
QJT/yO3MCyrQzsbCSYc9Og+aDOfh0hd9o2YISvColaB/icuChGLkrpr/MiPuLNdNGb2W8WjTL7C
ZXJNHEsp//OzX0kzC3avm55JoIUOyJOQ7otG.yAB53+SFDchkkhQewQIGpYMsHO93Csw+bPXrm9
KWHMtfPVO+3TUkk6pI98434ET3HFUTLkBxWbT10ryhBj9O1JBbfgh/UYwDGklSx8nU1LbQKbdpN
VGT75s1K78hj15Noa9Fgsbpqj2xpFk+ZA5a/60dVI8+cPUv1pIh98irtYpo+NC5+Xq4fZt4cF/q
b7/K2rN0KpT8oY6WdBYmZJ7oDjPfTlMlULl4d9ySiJhDZt3AOt2bWROGskXcAMoa0Wtn6dh3uyJ
La+/PPAhLQIzGMt3R/BaD7bqY5yCnDk+jrBzM83yXx0umvfkWn+3VJ/q3UdOo6rXtkMsl1DKLbJ
GGog==

X-TM-Addin-ProductCode: EMS
Return-Path: factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com
X-EOPAttributedMessage: 0
X-EOPTenantAttributedMessage: 2a0db3e5-3430-4345-b519-d2301fc28ec1:0
X-MS-PublicTrafficType: Email
X-MS-TrafficTypeDiagnostic: DS1PEPF00017E08:EE_|MW4PR09MB9521:EE_
X-MS-Office365-Filtering-Correlation-Id: c6e95713-29cb-4432-71b7-08dc3c66cdc4

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Martin Houser <factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com>
To: "cpdispatch@usdoj.gov" <cpdispatch@usdoj.gov>, "askcopsRC@usdoj.gov" <askcopsRC@usdoj.gov>, "sbpdsouth@sbcity.org"
<sbpdsouth@sbcity.org>
Cc: "Veronica[🩸] Ann[🩸] Warnick[🩸] Driskill[🩸] Mother[]" <mama.firedancer@gmail.com>, "John Michael Talbot[🩸] : Retired FBI [🕵]
Agent" <jmichaeltalbot@gmail.com>, Andrew Lustig <andrew.lustig@camh.ca>
Bcc: 
Date: Mon, 4 Mar 2024 08:18:50 -0800
Subject: Arranging community affairs meeting on stopping gangstalking in turn builds trust and brings social improvement to stop mass
shootings. A wicked problem! ( Spoken Voice Narrative Media Available )

Caution - This email originated from outside the City - Verify that the Email display 
name and Email address are consistent. - Use caution when opening attachments.

Subject:

Arranging community affairs meeting on stopping gangstalking in turn builds trust and brings social improvement to stop mass shootings. A
wicked problem!

To:

cpdispatch@usdoj.gov
askcopsRC@usdoj.gov
sbpdsouth@sbcity.org

Date : March 4rh  2024

Introduction,

This email correspondence has a spoken voice narrative presentation media made available at:

http://us-government.realuphuman.net/doj.gov/Arranging-community-affairs-meeting-on-stopping-gangstalking-in-turn-builds-trust-and-stops-
mass-shootings.ogg

An hour playtime of imperatives putting the pieces of scholarly research reviews to understand how to stop mass gun shootings. 

Is this worth your time?

Research findings are at the national institutes of health and can be detailed later.

Google ( gangstalking nih.gov )
https://www.google.com/search?q=nih.gov+gangstalking

---------

My name is James Driskill and I own a peace building project mission online in San Bernardino California.

@Gruwup.net : Peace Building Website Headquarters
San Bernardino CA

More details about me, later.
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Resume:

https://inthemindway-org.gruwup.net/resume/jmd_resume.html

I am stuck in this bias town.  More than stuck but continue to be a victim of gang stalking.  We are stuck to each other.  More on this later.  

San Bernardino among most dangerous cities in U.S., study finds. (NEXSTAR) – While
violent crime has dropped to pre-pandemic levels nationwide, the FBI announced,
changes weren't the same across the board. The crime rates remained elevated in dozens
of cities around the country. Dec 22, 2023

https://ktla.com › news › san-bern...

San Bernardino among most dangerous cities in U.S., study .

https://ktla.com/news/san-bernardino-among-most-dangerous-cities-in-u-s-study-
finds/amp/

-----------

How do I get the attention of my local police department when they have me blocked on Twitter, blocked on Facebook, blocked everywhere
trying to get a voice on how to stop mass gun shootings.  This by focusing on the cause, the Erosion of Trust leading to mental illness and
suicide.

To attack a person so severe they lose self-trust leading them to mass murder a subcultural and more dramatic form of suicide.
-harriet Fraad July 2017
https://www.democracyatwork.info/capitalist_misery_economy_meets_psychology

6. 

1. Homicides including mass murders, a dramatic form of murder

-------

Leading cause of firearm death is suicide. 

Pew Research April 2023

https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2023/04/26/what-the-data-says-about-gun-deaths-in-the-u-s/

What the data says about gun deaths in the U.S.

BY JOHN GRAMLICH

More Americans died of gun-related injuries in 2021 than in any other year on record, according to the

latest available statistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). That included record

numbers of both gun murders and gun suicides. Despite the increase in such fatalities, the rate of gun

deaths – a statistic that accounts for the nation’s growing population – remained below the levels of earlier

decades.

How many people die from gun-related injuries in the U.S. each year?
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In 2021, the most recent year for which complete data is available, 48,830 people died from gun-related injuries in the U.S.,

according to the CDC. That figure includes gun murders and gun suicides, along with three less common types of gun-related deaths

tracked by the CDC: those that were accidental, those that involved law enforcement and those whose circumstances could not be

determined. The total excludes deaths in which gunshot injuries played a contributing, but not principal, role. (CDC fatality statistics

are based on information contained in official death certificates, which identify a single cause of death.)

Truth?  Who has the truth?

Our country is under an invisible state of a cyber, informational, and psychological warfare targeting social trust.  Our enemy from outside and
inside of this country is most active to collapse our nation to dust.  

Some of us want and demand change.  Others have no idea but to cut and run and go missing. 

Over 600,000 people go missing every year the United States of America trying to return trust in our collective communities. 

https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2022/02/03/what-the-data-says-about-gun-deaths-in-the-u-s/ft_23-04-20_gundeathsupdate_1/
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According to the National Missing and Unidentified Persons (NamUS) database, which is
funded by the U.S. Department of Justice, more than 600,000 people go missing annually.
Approximately 4,400 unidentified bodies are recovered each year.

https://worldpopulationreview.com › ...

Missing Persons by State 2024 - World Population Review

They can't trust anymore.  Most come back to eventually only to evutally succumb to the effects of gangstalking mental illness and eventually
suicide.  What type of suicide is mass murder.

Most have not put all of the pieces together to deductively come to this conclusion but I have.  

If only? You all open your mind and listen to a need for a reckoning. 

------------- 

Cops office of the United States Justice department:  these are over a decade old. 

We know what the block is then by default. 

A racially divided bias now well documented acriss our society is in the way to rebuild trust. 

We are all in the same boat and if we must, we rock this boat and turn it over to see where we are all effected by this lack of standards in
understanding this bias can not be allowed to continue one day more than what is most humanly possible to stop the cycle of violence
involved on this hate  

https://cops.usdoj.gov/buildingtrust

BUILDING eseTRUST

Building trust with the community is fundamental to effective policing. Sound conduct by police improves community interactions, enhances
communication, and promotes shared responsibility for addressing crime and disorder.

Police departments can repair and strengthen community relationships by understanding and training officers on three key concepts:
procedural justice, bias reduction, and racial reconciliation. Together and when implemented, these concepts create an environment in which
effective partnerships between the police and citizens can flourish. The COPS Office provides these resources to ensure building trust is
embedded in the culture of policing.

Risk Management in Law Enforcement: Discussions on Identifying and Mitigating Risk for Officers, Departments, and the Public

In the course of executing their duties, law enforcement agencies are vulnerable to costly lawsuits by officers and community
members for claims of misconduct, harm, or violation of rights - lawsuits that can undermine not only the financial security of the
agencies but also the well-being of the officers and the public they serve.

Civilian Oversight of the Police in Major Cities

Since the 1950s, when civilian oversight was first implemented in some American police departments, its use has grown and a
variety of new forms have developed

Lessons to Advance Community Policing: Final Report for
2014 Microgrant Sites
In 2013, the COPS Office launched the Microgrant Initiative for
Law Enforcement under the Community Policing Development
program to facilitate the implementation or advancement of
nationwide community policing efforts and address existing
gaps in community policing knowledge and tools.

Crime Prevention Research Review No. 10: Legitimacy in
Policing
Assesses the direct and indirect benefits of interventions led
by the police that contained elements of "procedurally just"
dialogue

Cultures of Integrity Technical Assistance Guides: Details
projects resulting from the COPS Office Creating a Culture of
Integrity grant program

Boston Police Department
San Diego Police Department
Virginia Beach Police Department

Racial Reconciliation, Truth-Telling, and Police Legitimacy
Discusses issues raised at the executive session hosted by the
COPS Office and the National Network for Safe Communities in
Washington, D.C. on January 11, 2012

https://worldpopulationreview.com/
https://worldpopulationreview.com/
https://worldpopulationreview.com/state-rankings/missing-persons-by-state#:~:text=According%20to%20the%20National%20Missing,bodies%20are%20recovered%20each%20year.
https://cops.usdoj.gov/buildingtrust
https://cops.usdoj.gov/buildingtrust
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-W0865
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-W0861
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-W0848
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-W0848
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-P262
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-P262
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-P184
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-P052
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-W0681
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-P241


Building Trust Between the Police and the Citizens They Serve
Focuses on the pivotal role of the Internal Affairs function in
agency-wide professional standards efforts that seek to build
trust between law enforcement agencies, their staff, and
communities

COPS Evaluation Brief No. 3: Creating A Culture of Integrity
Examines the successes and challenges of creating a culture
of integrity.

---------------

Culture of integrity and culture of excellence fails with this California State Auditor's report.

https://www.auditor.ca.gov/reports/2021-105/index.html

Law Enforcement Departments Have Not
Adequately Guarded Against Biased Conduct

April 26, 2022
2021-105

The Governor of California
President pro Tempore of the Senate
Speaker of the Assembly
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Governor and Legislative Leaders:

Our audit of five law enforcement departments throughout the State uncovered the actions of some
officers at each department who engaged in biased conduct, either during their on-duty interactions with
individuals or online through their social media posts. Although we did not find officers who were members
of hate groups, some officers made statements indicating that they support problematic groups. We have
included in this report some disturbing content (with some redactions) because we believe that it is
important to accurately reflect the nature of the conduct that we observed.

We depend on law enforcement departments and the peace officers they employ to ensure that they
exercise their unique authority without regard for individuals' identity characteristics, such as race, national
origin, or mental or physical disability. What we found is that these five departments have not adequately
guarded against biased conduct among their officers:

They have not used sufficient strategies to achieve representative diversity in hiring.

They have not implemented robust community engagement strategies or employee training practices.

They have not established sufficient, proactive processes to identify possibly biased behavior.

They have not consistently conducted adequate investigations of alleged biased behavior.

Departments' internal investigations often considered only the most blatant forms of bias. In one such
case, a member of the public filed a complaint about an officer's social media posts. Although the officer's
posts endorsed potentially harmful stereotypes about Black parents and Syrian refugees, the department's

https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-P170
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-P148
https://www.auditor.ca.gov/reports/2021-105/index.html
https://www.auditor.ca.gov/reports/2021-105/index.html


investigation concluded that it was "unable to find any racially derogatory remarks" and that the allegation
of prejudice was "clearly false."

This report makes specific recommendations about steps each department can take to better ensure that
Californians receive fair and impartial policing services. We also make several recommendations to the
Legislature to better align expectations in state law with best practices for addressing bias in policing, such
as by adopting a uniform definition of biased conduct, requiring more frequent and thorough training, and
increasing independent oversight.

Respectfully submitted,

MICHAEL S. TILDEN, CPA
Acting California State Auditor
--------

How can this audit hold weifhty truth of integrity when the audits notation is as follows:  

Agency Comments

Each of the departments that submitted written responses to our report generally agreed with our
recommendations, with some exceptions. Stockton Police did not clearly state whether it would implement
our recommendations, but noted that it would analyze our audit and see how it can align its policies and
procedures with best practices. San Bernardino Police did not submit a written response to our report;
however, we incorporate its perspective on our findings and recommendations throughout the text of
the report.

-----

And we have this to add into the mix mind understandings why we in this city remain to be one of the most dangerous citys in the nation. 
Erosion of trust.

https://www.reuters.com/legal/government/prevalence-white-supremacists-law-enforcement-demands-drastic-change-2022-05-12/

Reuters:
Prevalence of white supremacists in law enforcement demands drastic change
By Hassan Kanu
May 12, 202211:41 AM PDTUpdated 2 years ago

Commentary
Justice Matters by Hassan Kanu
Shooting at a church in Sacramento
REUTERS/Fred Greaves Purchase Licensing

------

Erosion of trust, just how does that work to cause murder and mass shootings?

Washington Post Outlook October 2017

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/how-the-erosion-of-trust-leads-to-murders-and-mass-shootings/2017/10/06/382cc4b2-a91e-11e7-
92d1-58c702d2d975_story.html

OUTLOOK

How the erosion of
trust leads to
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murders and mass
shootings

Perspective by Randolph Roth
Randolph Roth is a professor of history and sociology at Ohio State University and the author of “American
Homicide.”
October 6, 2017 at 10:41 a.m. EDT

Presented in video sve oken voice narrati on YouTube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKvQHatmgz4&list=PL9fplPdaPNx-fvh9D24MZoMfJCdzaTmlG&index=4

Please watch before you continue reading.  

------

What is driving such distrust that seems to not be working?
.
The dreaded subject of an inconvenient truth of gangstalking.

I deserve to have a voice. 

We are under an cyber war attack and  not addressing gang stalking is the only thing that makes since why our collective efforts fail in law
enforcement to rebuild trust.

Articles below provided In full with article attached comments.  A copy all / paste as plain text.  

Gang Stalking is real.

Note revision change 2024.

------

-------

My law questions.com : what is gangstalking?   ( Web page here in full )

https://www.mylawquestions.com/what-is-gang-stalking.htm#google_vignette

My Law Questions

Law
 Fact-checked

What Is Gang Stalking? Understanding the Reality behind Coordinated Harassment
Gang stalking is a form of targeted harassment where individuals are surveilled and intimidated by a group. To stop it, document evidence,
seek legal advice, and maintain strong social support. Curious about safeguarding your privacy? Discover more strategies in our
comprehensive guide.
Editorial Team
Last Modified Date: February 03, 2024

What Is Gang Stalking?
Gang stalking, a term that describes the orchestrated harassment and intimidation by a collective against an individual or smaller group, is a
disturbing phenomenon with real-world implications. According to the International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health,
stalking affects 6-7.5 million people in the U.S. each year, with a subset potentially experiencing the group-based tactics characteristic of gang
stalking. While comprehensive statistics on gang stalking specifically are elusive, its impact can be profound, leading to severe psychological
distress. Laws vary by jurisdiction, with some states classifying gang stalking as a felony, reflecting its seriousness. Understanding what gang
stalking is crucial for recognizing its signs and providing support to those affected.

Jealousy may be a cause of gang stalking.
The number of people involved in the gang varies. Individuals might receive gang intimidation from a handful of people in a work environment,
or they may be targeted by an entire community. Victims relaying claims of gang stalking perceive the attackers as well-organized groups of
people, who not only communicate with one another in a certain location but also pursue the target in other areas by means of extensive

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKvQHatmgz4&list=PL9fplPdaPNx-fvh9D24MZoMfJCdzaTmlG&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKvQHatmgz4&list=PL9fplPdaPNx-fvh9D24MZoMfJCdzaTmlG&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKvQHatmgz4&list=PL9fplPdaPNx-fvh9D24MZoMfJCdzaTmlG&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKvQHatmgz4&list=PL9fplPdaPNx-fvh9D24MZoMfJCdzaTmlG&index=4
http://questions.com/
https://www.mylawquestions.com/what-is-gang-stalking.htm#google_vignette
https://www.mylawquestions.com/what-is-gang-stalking.htm#google_vignette
https://www.mylawquestions.com/what-is-gang-stalking.htm#google_vignette


contacts. Leaders generally enlist the aid of other individuals in the gang by various methods, which typically include providing false
information about the victim, manipulating potential members, or employing those with similar criminal backgrounds.

Want to save up to 30% on your monthly bills? This tool helps you do just that.
The list of physical tactics used against victims generally includes stalking behavior and unwanted attention.
Victims may be from any gender or socioeconomic background. These persons may outperform other co-workers, or have a set of standards
that separates them from other people in an environment. Gang stalking frequently uses practices meant to destroy the victim’s qualities.
These acts might include blaming the target for a gang member’s mistakes or taking credit for what the victim accomplished. In an effort to
discredit a person or to add to the weaponry for the attack gang stalkers may perpetuate the notion that the target is mentally impaired or
dangerous in some manner, forcing the person to undergo evaluation.

The list of physical tactics used against victims generally includes stalking behavior and unwanted attention. The majority of persons under
attack report that stalkers frequently mirror the victim’s behavior. Gang stalking might include mirroring physical gestures or verbal comments.
Many victims relay that gang members often enter or leave properties and other locations at the same time as the target. Victims also
frequently report that stalkers often repeat private conversations occurring in a home environment or over the phone.

Gang stalking targets might also experience hang-up calls or calls from wrong phone numbers throughout the day. Attackers may enter homes
illegally or employ the assi

Martin Houser <factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com> Mon, Mar 4, 2024 at 9:38 AM
To: cpdispatch@usdoj.gov, askcopsRC@usdoj.gov, sbpdsouth@sbcity.org
Cc: Veronica[🩸] Ann[🩸] Warnick[🩸] Driskill[🩸] Mother[] <mama.firedancer@gmail.com>, John Michael Talbot[🩸] : Retired FBI [🕵] Agent
<jmichaeltalbot@gmail.com>, Andrew Lustig <andrew.lustig@camh.ca>

Corretion:                                                                                                    

Gangstalking causes mass gun shootings.  We must correct this to a reckoning.  

------

Audio medua narrative corrected:

> http://us-government.realuphuman.net/doj.gov/Arranging-community-affairs-meeting-on-stopping-gangstalking-in-turn-builds-trust-and-
stops-mass-shootings.ogg

Please listen.  

[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

https://ktla.com › news › san-bern...

San Bernardino among most dangerous cities in U.S., study .

https://ktla.com/news/san-bernardino-among-most-dangerous-cities-in-u-s-study-
finds/amp/

-----------

How do I get the attention of my local police department when they have me blocked on Twitter, blocked on Facebook, blocked everywhere
trying to get a voice on how to stop mass gun shootings.  This by focusing on the cause, the Erosion of Trust leading to mental illness and
suicide.

To attack a person so severe they lose self-trust leading them to mass murder a subcultural and more dramatic form of suicide.
-harriet Fraad July 2017
https://www.democracyatwork.info/capitalist_misery_economy_meets_psychology

6. 

1. Homicides including mass murders, a dramatic form of murder
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-------

Leading cause of firearm death is suicide. 

Pew Research April 2023

https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2023/04/26/what-the-data-says-about-gun-deaths-in-the-u-s/

What the data says about gun deaths in the U.S.

BY JOHN GRAMLICH

More Americans died of gun-related injuries in 2021 than in any other year on record, according to the

latest available statistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). That included record

numbers of both gun murders and gun suicides. Despite the increase in such fatalities, the rate of gun

deaths – a statistic that accounts for the nation’s growing population – remained below the levels of

earlier decades.

How many people die from gun-related injuries in the U.S. each year?

In 2021, the most recent year for which complete data is available, 48,830 people died from gun-related injuries in the U.S.,

according to the CDC. That figure includes gun murders and gun suicides, along with three less common types of gun-related

deaths tracked by the CDC: those that were accidental, those that involved law enforcement and those whose circumstances could

not be determined. The total excludes deaths in which gunshot injuries played a contributing, but not principal, role. (CDC fatality

statistics are based on information contained in official death certificates, which identify a single cause of death.)

https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2023/04/26/what-the-data-says-about-gun-deaths-in-the-u-s/
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Peace building Note! In the below comments stream, the connection to the erosion of trust leading to mental illness is not reflective that
this is the foundational cause of mass gun shootings. Gangstalking causes mass gun shootings.  We must correct this to a reckoning.  
[Quoted text hidden]
[Quoted text hidden]

<postmaster@sbcity.org> Mon, Mar 4, 2024 at 9:38 AM
To: factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com

https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2022/02/03/what-the-data-says-about-gun-deaths-in-the-u-s/ft_23-04-20_gundeathsupdate_1/
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Your message to sbpdsouth@sbcity.org couldn't be delivered.

The group sbpdsouth only accepts
messages from people in its organization or

on its allowed senders list, and your email
address isn't on the list.

factsdontlie.hatedon. .
. Office 365 sbpdsouth

Sender Action Required

Sender not allowed

How to Fix It
It appears you aren't in the same organization as the group
(or a sub-group) you're sending to or your email address isn't
on the group's allowed senders list. Ask the owner of the
group to grant you permission to send to it, and then try
again. If the group belongs to a different organization than
yours, contact the organization's customer service
department for assistance. If the group is in your organization
and you don't know who the group owner is, you can find it by
doing the following in either Outlook on the web or Outlook:

Open your Sent folder and select the original message.
If you're using Outlook on the web, select the group name
located on the To or CC line. If you're using Outlook,
double-click the group name located on the To or CC line.
In Outlook on the web, from the pop-up dialog box,
choose Owner. In Outlook, choose Contact. The owner's
name is listed under Owner.

The owner of the group may have intentionally chosen to
restrict who can send messages to it, and they may not want
to adjust the existing restriction. In this case, you'll have to
contact the group members by some other means, such as
sending an email message to their individual email addresses
or contacting them by phone.

Was this helpful? Send feedback to Microsoft.

More Info for Email Admins
Status code: 550 5.7.133

This error occurs when the distribution group, security group, or Microsoft
365 group is configured to accept messages only from authenticated
senders (senders in the same organization or those added to the group's
allowed senders list).

To fix the issue, the recipient's email admin or the group owner must add the
sender's email address to the group's allowed senders list or change the
group's delivery management setting to accept messages from senders
inside and outside of the organization.

Usually this issue can only be fixed by the recipient's email admin or the
group owner.

For more information and steps to fix this error, see Fix email delivery issues

mailto:sbpdsouth@sbcity.org
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/?LinkId=615007
https://go.microsoft.com/fwlink/p/?LinkId=615127


for error code 5.7.133 in Office 365.

Original Message Details
Created Date: 3/4/2024 5:38:31 PM
Sender Address: factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com
Recipient Address: sbpdsouth@sbcity.org

Subject:

Re: Arranging community affairs meeting on stopping
gangstalking in turn builds trust and brings social
improvement to stop mass shootings. A wicked
problem! ( Spoken Voice Narrative Media Available )

Error Details
Error: 550 5.7.133 RESOLVER.RST.

SenderNotAuthenticatedForGroup; authentication

required; Delivery restriction check failed because the

sender was not authenticated when sending to this

group

Message rejected by: DS0PR09MB11282.namprd09.prod.outlook.com

Notification Details
Sent by: DS0PR09MB11282.namprd09.prod.outlook.com

Message Hops

HOP TIME (UTC) FROM TO WITH RELAY TIME

1
3/4/2024
5:38:44 PM

mail-ed1-f42.google.com SMTP 13 sec

2
3/4/2024
5:38:44 PM

mail-ed1-f42.google.com inpre01.tmes.trendmicro.com ESMTPS *

3
3/4/2024
5:38:53 PM

209.85.208.42_.trendmicro.com inpost.tmes.trendmicro.com SMTP 9 sec

4
3/4/2024
5:38:53 PM

inpost.tmes.trendmicro.com
DS4PEPF00000170.mail.
protection.outlook.com

Microsoft SMTP Server
(version=TLS1_2,
cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_
256_GCM_SHA384)

*

5
3/4/2024
5:38:53 PM

DS4PEPF00000170.namprd09.prod.
outlook.com

CYXPR09CA0021.outlook.
office365.com

Microsoft SMTP Server
(version=TLS1_2,
cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_
256_GCM_SHA384)

*

6
3/4/2024
5:38:54 PM

CYXPR09CA0021.namprd09.prod.
outlook.com

DS0PR09MB11282.namprd09.prod.
outlook.com

Microsoft SMTP Server
(version=TLS1_2,
cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_
256_GCM_SHA384)

1 sec

Original Message Headers
Received: from CYXPR09CA0021.namprd09.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:930:d4::19)
 by DS0PR09MB11282.namprd09.prod.outlook.com (2603:10b6:8:17c::18) with
 Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.7339.39; Mon, 4 Mar
 2024 17:38:54 +0000
Received: from DS4PEPF00000170.namprd09.prod.outlook.com
 (2603:10b6:930:d4:cafe::3d) by CYXPR09CA0021.outlook.office365.com
 (2603:10b6:930:d4::19) with Microsoft SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2,
 cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id 15.20.7339.39 via Frontend
 Transport; Mon, 4 Mar 2024 17:38:53 +0000
Authentication-Results: spf=softfail (sender IP is 18.208.22.103)
 smtp.mailfrom=gmail.com; dkim=fail (body hash did not verify)
 header.d=gmail.com;dmarc=fail action=none header.from=gmail.com;
Received-SPF: SoftFail (protection.outlook.com: domain of transitioning
 gmail.com discourages use of 18.208.22.103 as permitted sender)
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Received: from inpost.tmes.trendmicro.com (18.208.22.103) by
 DS4PEPF00000170.mail.protection.outlook.com (10.167.18.196) with Microsoft
 SMTP Server (version=TLS1_2, cipher=TLS_ECDHE_RSA_WITH_AES_256_GCM_SHA384) id
 15.20.7362.11 via Frontend Transport; Mon, 4 Mar 2024 17:38:53 +0000
Received: from 209.85.208.42_.trendmicro.com (unknown [192.168.187.27])

by inpost.tmes.trendmicro.com (Postfix) with SMTP id 183161000141E
for <sbpdsouth@sbcity.org>; Mon,  4 Mar 2024 17:38:53 +0000 (UTC)

X-TM-MAIL-RECEIVED-TIME: 1709573924.203000
X-TM-MAIL-UUID: 498cfc10-6eaf-4192-af9e-a836f8f86f2c
Received: from mail-ed1-f42.google.com (unknown [209.85.208.42])

by inpre01.tmes.trendmicro.com (Trend Micro Email Security) with ESMTPS id 31DE910001159
for <sbpdsouth@sbcity.org>; Mon,  4 Mar 2024 17:38:44 +0000 (UTC)

Received: by mail-ed1-f42.google.com with SMTP id 4fb4d7f45d1cf-56454c695e6so7888629a12.0
        for <sbpdsouth@sbcity.org>; Mon, 04 Mar 2024 09:38:44 -0800 (PST)
DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
        d=gmail.com; s=20230601; t=1709573923; x=1710178723; darn=sbcity.org;
        h=cc:to:subject:message-id:date:from:in-reply-to:references
         :mime-version:from:to:cc:subject:date:message-id:reply-to;
        bh=PX3N/wyUYGzo2F0bJ9aoxe5WeerHQgWbLlgsPM7yN+U=;
        b=bijON0zIQWC18JxFcc0q04oSAgbt7KvQ0ImcWOvsZSrnHXtqDWy7PhaFvY9YuNrdOX
         hMLWgjN6hB+177Rq6JXVK6Dr/3K5HmfYmPytUp9+PDgjdz1Jhtr9MMM9LBVTinQDtoG5
         CLNsPseX56WyQdlFFBf6b6sPkLF64etCUZfzX4rVlCkmrhlu0ThwKUNyUFvxoCCcTJH6
         RnMRcT6mbk6fK+BGS1Ht0r7TD3vUZmHvLGYpmvsByIvttcQ6FLwRNmwYb5yG5zTgeHdn
         vqD/yGNS9M8RmX7QgnEaN/S1oTGPEUTmBJ5ZWBVfIC1tHvRYqcW/ikR8CS7QDRbnfJTO
         fYdA==
X-Google-DKIM-Signature: v=1; a=rsa-sha256; c=relaxed/relaxed;
        d=1e100.net; s=20230601; t=1709573923; x=1710178723;
        h=cc:to:subject:message-id:date:from:in-reply-to:references
         :mime-version:x-gm-message-state:from:to:cc:subject:date:message-id
         :reply-to;
        bh=PX3N/wyUYGzo2F0bJ9aoxe5WeerHQgWbLlgsPM7yN+U=;
        b=LnQ/LOeXvbtHbxgVCnMyXBlX6EU/FMbqyM+GCOiQ7s2fuR0DWVpo6Z60Pug8QTEAg1
         8sRHEL64NBszETnyxRyaBiseChsFYTXXRBZdT7jFlrd7fU6OdxZrsbgnCWGNUjtuTBuB
         xmPXkSpLZ9FH+TiiesbkFIZvk3MyhanhLay2faFjgN5nzh2ugTjyhFLNFU8iPERORx2L
         v6aKyOEURX1Lf7BLdBprtpQD+ezM6ex2CULR3t0jmHxhXJAwbG+r6zwgObmd4MP63S0a
         sHpTBRyPVm+Sd+dlsqd0cE8KCds+sKdCmXrXn8tPiuZqkXtivsYo2zyIqM4oouS7Szxq
         v5og==
X-Forwarded-Encrypted: i=1; AJvYcCVDMLOEUi+yFMbCIDCopmIRKzwcLNtrUwLwk53pj
psuhIQojteSL5sJJfYWyZgjgYfQHLb7gowSqRrLKkO6nNISsMbpVw==
X-Gm-Message-State: AOJu0YySBCv7mG9CPKVxrSwozJeayijwXuKzk80wMlOktaLPg6pUM8vy

iVebpMBIwIzoiXlzaBNXWzVlG/srqfU3RBLU5Nd91kW8k+pCu6Lo/FCp5hq5ZPnnqb5HbdBizWA
jAoTs9q5yboz7zJXF+a4jrcNU4Cw=

X-Google-Smtp-Source: AGHT+IEgoferGitp639UKkkw65C86OLdPbD3+7Qi+Wi3g/
haOIkzTwxEi4yowV6wpjxmvFvHyUBJfsike39WPP+LHIU=
X-Received: by 2002:a50:8dcb:0:b0:566:624a:9e3f with SMTP id
 s11-20020a508dcb000000b00566624a9e3fmr187301edh.3.1709573922540; Mon, 04 Mar
 2024 09:38:42 -0800 (PST)
MIME-Version: 1.0
References: <CAK5rTpuCgVd6b28jbFUam7d7VQS=Bvc4imFeHNv41VD0AFQ+zQ@mail.gmail.com>
In-Reply-To: <CAK5rTpuCgVd6b28jbFUam7d7VQS=Bvc4imFeHNv41VD0AFQ+zQ@mail.gmail.com>
From: Martin Houser <factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com>
Date: Mon, 4 Mar 2024 09:38:31 -0800
Message-ID: <CAK5rTptsnW3ZG7DG1LOkTTPDBKBNC+6g9bYQ6-uCV0jsb+i81Q@mail.gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Arranging community affairs meeting on stopping gangstalking in
 turn builds trust and brings social improvement to stop mass shootings. A
 wicked problem! ( Spoken Voice Narrative Media Available )
To: cpdispatch@usdoj.gov, askcopsRC@usdoj.gov, sbpdsouth@sbcity.org
CC: =?UTF-8?B?VmVyb25pY2Fb8J+puF0gQW5uW/CfqbhdIFdhcm5pY2tb8J+puF0gRHJpc2tpbGxb8J+puF0gTW90?=

=?UTF-8?B?aGVyW/CfkanigI3wn5GmXQ==?= <mama.firedancer@gmail.com>, 
=?UTF-8?B?Sm9obiBNaWNoYWVsIFRhbGJvdFvwn6m4XSA6IFJldGlyZWQgRkJJIFvwn5W177iPXSBBZ2VudA==?= 

<jmichaeltalbot@gmail.com>, 
Andrew Lustig <andrew.lustig@camh.ca>

Content-Type: multipart/alternative; boundary="0000000000005ed2830612d93213"
X-TM-AS-ERS: 209.85.208.42-127.9.11.1
X-TM-AS-SMTP: 1.0 bWFpbC1lZDEtZjQyLmdvb2dsZS5jb20= 

ZmFjdHNkb250bGllLmhhdGVkb24uaWRpZWRAZ21haWwuY29t
X-TM-AS-URLRatingInfo: 71-93-=?us-ascii?B?aHR0cDovL3VzLWdvdmVybm1lbnQucmVhbH

VwaHVtYW4ubmV0L2Rvai5nb3YvQXJyYW5naW5nLWNvbW11bml0eS1hZmZhaXJzLW1lZXRpbmctb
24tc3RvcHBpbmctZ2FuZ3N0YWxraW5nLWluLXR1cm4tYnVpbGRzLXRydXN0LWFuZC1zdG9wcy1t
YXNzLXNob290aW5ncy5vZ2c=

X-TMASE-Version: StarCloud-1.3-9.1.1015-28232.001
X-TMASE-Result: 10--12.792800-10.000000
X-TMASE-MatchedRID: Ho8J/lGVQjPom21DJQMYHpMLvX2tneKwzgmbQoUBPrArV+wuzC3ifRUG

RoWxlWGCFtXuqZKigf3ZqVRohrBlaz4zJKoi4/aMwO78zNBv3NJu5nvDgGN7FK52jH+K6K0cXkX
mmHoURtbkH9wSO+OLKx02kEyM/M1jFnf3P1XcpeAjJDYhnWDzJu449YSnheQg7mtvGJzBYnnSIl
F+jEt/jt070pVHWTewDUCSaSpNNzFbLHSUK6sTGqOIgmpEUTFNl+3qAWuSF3KoS8jqVItaz9oms
IBbwAWUQwlxOyb5evnqYZO3MqFACMGjyA61/efdSN0awXNAjwUYTTTXUq/8uWrmu1ad0/rsGp2s
VZTYOhlNcCBt0c8xbyAudUVNnwhOWr+UzqNHoIO8UJeBuVlAirISt+yjtDHQErapSykY1AdCk/r
+8E64kzs/xJFuk9vhiqYmUz8EczqdFMmljtUAp28lDAHJQfo4P31h0JnYXfogVDjFRRFSa4aWGU
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4rqbHmAu7HgPNh1bvcEJKhcdajDh7Wy8bpUoJJ+LP6NZhf/jyCi3MpH6uaPqc90T0jyvqHyVuyh
PHEcI80vqiSAQbaEBIModjUeZCSSYYjP/MmTQNBf5EtzC/DmOWRgu1Cqboq/MzrBbu+bU+VhwaB
D0lUM9akduhEokwB3ThsnloPBF3H5sahShCRw1AXjZ1W6/rx0xdoWPac0Jju/sEx1FnJc+c2QhL
IOhqzGLEUZDeTNmhKZH80r4xRVZJUMoK5qISX3V8nMuq8B6JxDeR61NXo+GwRAA8dI0KTOSgXZJ
i5Pl0HQ0BxEdzDk3YnzfNjWLd8J5BD6Hb2nZ1yfGzN/EfYKVXMIBRlIjwIiUZVUSZVeg/ANog32
6X8vhdrGd+Y13tYrG+sfC6KJeXQF1KxVHxMgrueT4Q7MJk14IhKLkHj6/QrrJxERMzPGWUOjcCC
gjZhvHo6SozMnlONvwk/KULLm6UILQVvnVv3JQ03I8r1loog4pZYxslhbVVoEXK0hBS3

X-TMASE-SNAP-Result: 1.821001.0001-0-1-22:0,33:0,34:0-0
X-TMASE-XGENCLOUD: a477a74e-f123-48d8-ab37-ee205951037d-0-0-200-0
X-TM-Deliver-Signature: 71D98CF7183CE83F76BA5B82A6CBC16D
X-TM-Addin-Auth: YNckWrfXmjzQ85wITPyfPQjRIUitharWx23rJ9eY2Vcgya6Y01P5K7GtlGO

2h2Lq8vWdWWJukn02smxD/bWaVUfE6It80EeTU4dIR8JTMLAMSu2aDKCLh2mtqaXyEUfRLiRnsB
qNWyS/c/O0h+4I8+yLKv1gKmUzCj9mt7yqVAi1nRzBD1KJw3StUKVZqb/H/avvVnsSMYwPXL1Ud
SsNbZF3pXm86NDowBmjX55QnXpekind4cEOV8SQ7MEXcESY6Yb1pJdnNEmgYfHKOEGzD+LOb3pd
l/FWZq/wpOWwXul1xiwt/fuMPEEa2f9/6CgU.QtvCk7Zt3R8cyuKmlBDLKytGPlP+tW9FklLX2d
vh6FcsC8+H9Rp4mb3tpV46T93r9foQ63Qg2MWsfBXldHWvpiQBEXp9hKgvw8+9Tk631rvCA5u2M
2JAHYZkDtjO09D+fswA4J1FWoI7siMdIzVdPW4rLz2DrtTwzPSqv7awLW5l+4CnaZQsXmRgAsL6
R3S1xbuUnZHJsQJssye4cyoLK+t6lIu2TTfyTWrEoDsp6fyJ0dN7Kt+/IKG5PdfvOSDA5N5Gf/v
9HP52zq0955PKY9tAQMCDVGnF9EuZ53+hYWZZlkfFYDH/7C3y9fdZ8L58SDpWG4FqkWm7vUSiy8
gnjQ==

X-TM-Addin-ProductCode: EMS
Return-Path: factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com
X-EOPAttributedMessage: 0
X-EOPTenantAttributedMessage: 2a0db3e5-3430-4345-b519-d2301fc28ec1:0
X-MS-PublicTrafficType: Email
X-MS-TrafficTypeDiagnostic: DS4PEPF00000170:EE_|DS0PR09MB11282:EE_
X-MS-Office365-Filtering-Correlation-Id: 925ad52a-a753-4164-7399-08dc3c71f604

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Martin Houser <factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com>
To: cpdispatch@usdoj.gov, askcopsRC@usdoj.gov, sbpdsouth@sbcity.org
Cc: "Veronica[🩸] Ann[🩸] Warnick[🩸] Driskill[🩸] Mother[]" <mama.firedancer@gmail.com>, "John Michael Talbot[🩸] : Retired FBI [🕵]
Agent" <jmichaeltalbot@gmail.com>, Andrew Lustig <andrew.lustig@camh.ca>
Bcc: 
Date: Mon, 4 Mar 2024 09:38:31 -0800
Subject: Re: Arranging community affairs meeting on stopping gangstalking in turn builds trust and brings social improvement to stop mass
shootings. A wicked problem! ( Spoken Voice Narrative Media Available )

Caution - This email originated from outside the City - Verify that the Email display 
name and Email address are consistent. - Use caution when opening attachments.

Corretion:                                                                                                    

Gangstalking causes mass gun shootings.  We must correct this to a reckoning.  

------

Audio medua narrative corrected:

> http://us-government.realuphuman.net/doj.gov/Arranging-community-affairs-meeting-on-stopping-gangstalking-in-turn-builds-trust-and-
stops-mass-shootings.ogg

Please listen.  

On Mon, Mar 4, 2024, 8:18 AM Martin Houser <factsdontlie.hatedon.idied@gmail.com> wrote:
Subject:

Arranging community affairs meeting on stopping gangstalking in turn builds trust and brings social improvement to stop mass shootings. A
wicked problem!

To:

cpdispatch@usdoj.gov
askcopsRC@usdoj.gov
sbpdsouth@sbcity.org

Date : March 4rh  2024

Introduction,

This email correspondence has a spoken voice narrative presentation media made available at:
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http://us-government.realuphuman.net/doj.gov/Arranging-community-affairs-meeting-on-stopping-gangstalking-in-turn-builds-trust-and-
stops-mass-shootings.ogg

An hour playtime of imperatives putting the pieces of scholarly research reviews to understand how to stop mass gun shootings. 

Is this worth your time?

Research findings are at the national institutes of health and can be detailed later.

Google ( gangstalking nih.gov )
https://www.google.com/search?q=nih.gov+gangstalking

---------

My name is James Driskill and I own a peace building project mission online in San Bernardino California.

@Gruwup.net : Peace Building Website Headquarters
San Bernardino CA

More details about me, later.

Resume:

https://inthemindway-org.gruwup.net/resume/jmd_resume.html

I am stuck in this bias town.  More than stuck but continue to be a victim of gang stalking.  We are stuck to each other.  More on this later.  

San Bernardino among most dangerous cities in U.S., study finds. (NEXSTAR) – While
violent crime has dropped to pre-pandemic levels nationwide, the FBI announced,
changes weren't the same across the board. The crime rates remained elevated in
dozens of cities around the country. Dec 22, 2023

https://ktla.com › news › san-bern...

San Bernardino among most dangerous cities in U.S., study .

https://ktla.com/news/san-bernardino-among-most-dangerous-cities-in-u-s-study-
finds/amp/

-----------

How do I get the attention of my local police department when they have me blocked on Twitter, blocked on Facebook, blocked everywhere
trying to get a voice on how to stop mass gun shootings.  This by focusing on the cause, the Erosion of Trust leading to mental illness and
suicide.

To attack a person so severe they lose self-trust leading them to mass murder a subcultural and more dramatic form of suicide.
-harriet Fraad July 2017
https://www.democracyatwork.info/capitalist_misery_economy_meets_psychology

6. 

1. Homicides including mass murders, a dramatic form of murder

-------

Leading cause of firearm death is suicide. 

Pew Research April 2023
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https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2023/04/26/what-the-data-says-about-gun-deaths-in-the-u-s/

What the data says about gun deaths in the U.S.

BY JOHN GRAMLICH

More Americans died of gun-related injuries in 2021 than in any other year on record, according to the

latest available statistics from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). That included record

numbers of both gun murders and gun suicides. Despite the increase in such fatalities, the rate of gun

deaths – a statistic that accounts for the nation’s growing population – remained below the levels of

earlier decades.

How many people die from gun-related injuries in the U.S. each year?

In 2021, the most recent year for which complete data is available, 48,830 people died from gun-related injuries in the U.S.,

according to the CDC. That figure includes gun murders and gun suicides, along with three less common types of gun-related

deaths tracked by the CDC: those that were accidental, those that involved law enforcement and those whose circumstances could

not be determined. The total excludes deaths in which gunshot injuries played a contributing, but not principal, role. (CDC fatality

statistics are based on information contained in official death certificates, which identify a single cause of death.)

https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2023/04/26/what-the-data-says-about-gun-deaths-in-the-u-s/
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Truth?  Who has the truth?

Our country is under an invisible state of a cyber, informational, and psychological warfare targeting social trust.  Our enemy from outside
and inside of this country is most active to collapse our nation to dust.  

Some of us want and demand change.  Others have no idea but to cut and run and go missing. 

Over 600,000 people go missing every year the United States of America trying to return trust in our collective communities. 

According to the National Missing and Unidentified Persons (NamUS) database, which
is funded by the U.S. Department of Justice, more than 600,000 people go missing
annually. Approximately 4,400 unidentified bodies are recovered each year.

https://worldpopulationreview.com › ...

https://www.pewresearch.org/short-reads/2022/02/03/what-the-data-says-about-gun-deaths-in-the-u-s/ft_23-04-20_gundeathsupdate_1/
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Missing Persons by State 2024 - World Population Review

They can't trust anymore.  Most come back to eventually only to evutally succumb to the effects of gangstalking mental illness and
eventually suicide.  What type of suicide is mass murder.

Most have not put all of the pieces together to deductively come to this conclusion but I have.  

If only? You all open your mind and listen to a need for a reckoning. 

------------- 

Cops office of the United States Justice department:  these are over a decade old. 

We know what the block is then by default. 

A racially divided bias now well documented acriss our society is in the way to rebuild trust. 

We are all in the same boat and if we must, we rock this boat and turn it over to see where we are all effected by this lack of standards in
understanding this bias can not be allowed to continue one day more than what is most humanly possible to stop the cycle of violence
involved on this hate  

https://cops.usdoj.gov/buildingtrust

BUILDING eseTRUST

Building trust with the community is fundamental to effective policing. Sound conduct by police improves community interactions, enhances
communication, and promotes shared responsibility for addressing crime and disorder.

Police departments can repair and strengthen community relationships by understanding and training officers on three key concepts:
procedural justice, bias reduction, and racial reconciliation. Together and when implemented, these concepts create an environment in which
effective partnerships between the police and citizens can flourish. The COPS Office provides these resources to ensure building trust is
embedded in the culture of policing.

Risk Management in Law Enforcement: Discussions on Identifying and Mitigating Risk for Officers, Departments, and the Public

In the course of executing their duties, law enforcement agencies are vulnerable to costly lawsuits by officers and community
members for claims of misconduct, harm, or violation of rights - lawsuits that can undermine not only the financial security of the
agencies but also the well-being of the officers and the public they serve.

Civilian Oversight of the Police in Major Cities

Since the 1950s, when civilian oversight was first implemented in some American police departments, its use has grown and a
variety of new forms have developed

Lessons to Advance Community Policing: Final Report for
2014 Microgrant Sites
In 2013, the COPS Office launched the Microgrant Initiative for
Law Enforcement under the Community Policing Development
program to facilitate the implementation or advancement of
nationwide community policing efforts and address existing
gaps in community policing knowledge and tools.

Crime Prevention Research Review No. 10: Legitimacy in
Policing
Assesses the direct and indirect benefits of interventions led
by the police that contained elements of "procedurally just"
dialogue

Cultures of Integrity Technical Assistance Guides: Details
projects resulting from the COPS Office Creating a Culture of
Integrity grant program

Boston Police Department
San Diego Police Department
Virginia Beach Police Department

Racial Reconciliation, Truth-Telling, and Police Legitimacy
Discusses issues raised at the executive session hosted by
the COPS Office and the National Network for Safe
Communities in Washington, D.C. on January 11, 2012

Building Trust Between the Police and the Citizens They
Serve
Focuses on the pivotal role of the Internal Affairs function in
agency-wide professional standards efforts that seek to build
trust between law enforcement agencies, their staff, and
communities

COPS Evaluation Brief No. 3: Creating A Culture of Integrity
Examines the successes and challenges of creating a culture
of integrity.

https://worldpopulationreview.com/state-rankings/missing-persons-by-state#:~:text=According%20to%20the%20National%20Missing,bodies%20are%20recovered%20each%20year.
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https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-P170
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-P170
https://cops.usdoj.gov/RIC/ric.php?page=detail&id=COPS-P148


---------------

Culture of integrity and culture of excellence fails with this California State Auditor's report.

https://www.auditor.ca.gov/reports/2021-105/index.html

Law Enforcement Departments Have Not
Adequately Guarded Against Biased Conduct

April 26, 2022
2021-105

The Governor of California
President pro Tempore of the Senate
Speaker of the Assembly
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814

Dear Governor and Legislative Leaders:

Our audit of five law enforcement departments throughout the State uncovered the actions of some
officers at each department who engaged in biased conduct, either during their on-duty interactions with
individuals or online through their social media posts. Although we did not find officers who were
members of hate groups, some officers made statements indicating that they support problematic
groups. We have included in this report some disturbing content (with some redactions) because we
believe that it is important to accurately reflect the nature of the conduct that we observed.

We depend on law enforcement departments and the peace officers they employ to ensure that they
exercise their unique authority without regard for individuals' identity characteristics, such as race,
national origin, or mental or physical disability. What we found is that these five departments have not
adequately guarded against biased conduct among their officers:

They have not used sufficient strategies to achieve representative diversity in hiring.

They have not implemented robust community engagement strategies or employee training
practices.

They have not established sufficient, proactive processes to identify possibly biased behavior.

They have not consistently conducted adequate investigations of alleged biased behavior.

Departments' internal investigations often considered only the most blatant forms of bias. In one such
case, a member of the public filed a complaint about an officer's social media posts. Although the
officer's posts endorsed potentially harmful stereotypes about Black parents and Syrian refugees,
the department's investigation concluded that it was "unable to find any racially derogatory remarks" and
that the allegation of prejudice was "clearly false."

This report makes specific recommendations about steps each department can take to better ensure
that Californians receive fair and impartial policing services. We also make several recommendations to

https://www.auditor.ca.gov/reports/2021-105/index.html
https://www.auditor.ca.gov/reports/2021-105/index.html


the Legislature to better align expectations in state law with best practices for addressing bias in policing,
such as by adopting a uniform definition of biased conduct, requiring more frequent and thorough
training, and increasing independent oversight.

Respectfully submitted,

MICHAEL S. TILDEN, CPA
Acting California State Auditor
--------

How can this audit hold weifhty truth of integrity when the audits notation is as follows:  

Agency Comments

Each of the departments that submitted written responses to our report generally agreed with our
recommendations, with some exceptions. Stockton Police did not clearly state whether it would
implement our recommendations, but noted that it would analyze our audit and see how it can align its
policies and procedures with best practices. San Bernardino Police did not submit a written response to
our report; however, we incorporate its perspective on our findings and recommendations throughout the
text of the report.

-----

And we have this to add into the mix mind understandings why we in this city remain to be one of the most dangerous citys in the nation. 
Erosion of trust.

https://www.reuters.com/legal/government/prevalence-white-supremacists-law-enforcement-demands-drastic-change-2022-05-12/

Reuters:
Prevalence of white supremacists in law enforcement demands drastic change
By Hassan Kanu
May 12, 202211:41 AM PDTUpdated 2 years ago

Commentary
Justice Matters by Hassan Kanu
Shooting at a church in Sacramento
REUTERS/Fred Greaves Purchase Licensing

------

Erosion of trust, just how does that work to cause murder and mass shootings?

Washington Post Outlook October 2017

https://www.washingtonpost.com/outlook/how-the-erosion-of-trust-leads-to-murders-and-mass-shootings/2017/10/06/382cc4b2-a91e-
11e7-92d1-58c702d2d975_story.html

OUTLOOK

How the erosion of
trust leads to
murders and mass
shootings
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Perspective by Randolph Roth
Randolph Roth is a professor of history and sociology at Ohio State University and the author of “American
Homicide.”
October 6, 2017 at 10:41 a.m. EDT

Presented in video sve oken voice narrati on YouTube.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKvQHatmgz4&list=PL9fplPdaPNx-fvh9D24MZoMfJCdzaTmlG&index=4

Please watch before you continue reading.  

------

What is driving such distrust that seems to not be working?
.
The dreaded subject of an inconvenient truth of gangstalking.

I deserve to have a voice. 

We are under an cyber war attack and  not addressing gang stalking is the only thing that makes since why our collective efforts fail in law
enforcement to rebuild trust.

Articles below provided In full with article attached comments.  A copy all / paste as plain text.  

Gang Stalking is real.

Note revision change 2024.

------

-------

My law questions.com : what is gangstalking?   ( Web page here in full )

https://www.mylawquestions.com/what-is-gang-stalking.htm#google_vignette

My Law Questions

Law
 Fact-checked

What Is Gang Stalking? Understanding the Reality behind Coordinated Harassment
Gang stalking is a form of targeted harassment where individuals are surveilled and intimidated by a group. To stop it, document evidence,
seek legal advice, and maintain strong social support. Curious about safeguarding your privacy? Discover more strategies in our
comprehensive guide.
Editorial Team
Last Modified Date: February 03, 2024

What Is Gang Stalking?
Gang stalking, a term that describes the orchestrated harassment and intimidation by a collective against an individual or smaller group, is a
disturbing phenomenon with real-world implications. According to the International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health,
stalking affects 6-7.5 million people in the U.S. each year, with a subset potentially experiencing the group-based tactics characteristic of
gang stalking. While comprehensive statistics on gang stalking specifically are elusive, its impact can be profound, leading to severe
psychological distress. Laws vary by jurisdiction, with some states classifying gang stalking as a felony, reflecting its seriousness.
Understanding what gang stalking is crucial for recognizing its signs and providing support to those affected.

Jealousy may be a cause of gang stalking.
The number of people involved in the gang varies. Individuals might receive gang intimidation from a handful of people in a work
environment, or they may be targeted by an entire community. Victims relaying claims of gang stalking perceive the attackers as well-
organized groups of people, who not only communicate with one another in a certain location but also pursue the target in other areas by
means of extensive contacts. Leaders generally enlist the aid of other individuals in the gang by various methods, which typically include
providing false information about the victim, manipulating potential members, or employing those with similar criminal backgrounds.

Want to save up to 30% on your monthly bills? This tool helps you do just that.
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The list of physical tactics used against victims generally includes stalking behavior and unwanted attention.
Victims may be from any gender or socioeconomic background. These persons may outperform other co-workers, or have a set of standards
that separates them from other people in an environment. Gang stalking frequently uses practices meant to destroy the victim’s qualities.
These acts might include blaming the target for a gang member’s mistakes or taking credit for what the victim accomplished. In an effort to
discredit a per


